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Abstract:- The intention of this study on a computerized 

hotel management system is to realize and apply the 

computer to a number of the problems that generally rise 

at some point of guide hotel management operations. After 

arriving at a particular location, it could be time-ingesting 

and highly-priced to locate accommodations or a hotel. 

Here lies the value of the online hotel reservation system. 

one in all the most current tendencies withinside the 

international of the net is the capacity to book a hotel from 

everywhere withinside the world, and that too, according 

together along with your possibilities and tastes. In 

different words, one of the extraordinary functions of the 

internet is the capacity to ee-e-book hotels online. 

Reserving a hotel room online isn't the best short and 

convenient, however additionally pretty affordable. Many 

hotel operators now have websites on the internet, which 

permits customers to go to those websites and discover the 

offerings and functions supplied through each of them. 

Thus, the counseled computerized online hotel 

management machine is deliberate to be greater practical, 

well-organized, short, trustworthy, and accurate. This 

might be a clean technique for processing the hotel's 

present guide system for each close by and remote 

customer. 
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Internet. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The hotel Management System operates a world on-line 

hotel reservation system for business and leisure travelers. The 

improvement a user has to offer prompt hotel alternatives 

ought to receive a great deal of attention to contend with the 

worldwide e-marketplace [7]. In a broad sense, hotel 

management refers to the method of keeping track of the 

varied tasks that require to be completed by a hotel's 

workforce. Let's initially take a glance at a typical hotel. The 

shopper must meet with the secretary to get data concerning 

hotel amenities before dealings with an area during this form 

of the hotel [8]. Who should next complete the professional 
form that the building authorities have provided pay the 

required total of money, associated receive the space} key for 

the room that he or she has booked? He or she then completes 

the work within the receiving area once looking at customs. 

It’s going to take some time, and customers may notice this as 

an inconvenience. Therefore, to beat all the difficulties of the 

manual system, we'd like to own a web reservation system. 

The counseled computerized online hotel management system 

is made to be additionally useful, well organized, fast, reliable 

and precise to handle the building's current manual system for 

each native and remote consumer. In my opinion, this 

technique ought to be utilized by any hotel. The goal of the 

project is to help a hotel in maintaining basic information 

concerning the establishment. The main goal of this project is 

to form it easy for customers to navigate the hotel and its 

amenities and to order and obtain those amenities with no 

difficulty. Technologies like categorical JS, Node JS for the 

server side, Rest API, React JS for the shopper side, and 

MongoDB because the info was wont to construct this hotel 

management software. Victimization of this system, building 
directors might add, update, and delete hotel employees, food, 

event locations, and rooms, and customers will rummage 

around for and order the rooms and food to suit their needs. on 

with those services, customers can book the hotel for specific 

events. 

 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 

 

In the study of literature, we tend to take under 

consideration and measure the work of alternative lecturers 

and researchers who have studied this particular topic (Hotel 

Management System). Because of the quality of managing 
edifice services, jobs that entail direct client contact, client 

purchases, and area reservations are required. The manual for 

hotel management is organized into sections, every of that 

includes a set of objectives. To accomplish structure goals, 

these responsibilities can often run into operationally. The 

shape of contact includes all components of a standard manual 

system, as well as written and vocal communication. This 

currently leads to hotel management being computerized [9]. 

Technology has had an enormous impact on the welcome 

business recently and can still do thus because of the 

increasing use of computers, machine-controlled equipment, 
and knowledge technology in general. (1989, p.6) & Jones 

Lockwood Over the past twenty years, technology has 

advanced considerably and has been used significantly a lot of 

oft across all sectors of industry. The hospitality and travel 

industries are hardly an exception. Several firms within the 

travel and leisure sectors heavily accept technological systems 

to conduct their businesses. For everything from bookings to 

communications, security, and payments, they use a range of 

laptop applications. If a welcome company doesn't use any 

type of last technological system in its operations, it'll be seen 

as obsolete and disorganized. For example, linking these 

activities together, says James Bardi, since "a well-organized 
reservation system helps buildings ensure a smooth flow of 

buyers to their properties". In addition, it is important for the 

success of Any Business Entrepreneur ("Bardi, 2010). 
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To remain updated concerning their position within the 

market, hotels use technology systems in their operations. The 

roles of staff are simplified, increasing their productivity and 

removing long chores that technology will handle. Some 

hotels can rent fewer personnel because of the utilization of 

digital solutions, which considerably reduces costs. Though 

this isn't continually the case, particularly in high-end hotels, 

it will release staff to supply customers with an additional 
individualized level of care while still upholding standards. It 

makes logical that luxurious hotels would need to take care 

they're utilizing the foremost newest technology available. 

This is because they care more about maintaining their 

position and differentiating themselves as a luxury business 

than saving money, which is more important for budget hotels 

that cater to low-end customers. Therefore, high-level tourist 

facilities rely on the latest technological systems. It’s clear that 

technology is applied in lodging institutions to reinforce the 

standard of life for guests. in step with Peacock, "automated 

welcome enterprises can become a more vital part of the 
industry, significantly at a budget finish of the market." 

however instead of exchange customer service, info 

technology will primarily be accustomed improve it. Several 

edifices have technologically advanced booking platforms that 

allow guests simply book online and obtain all the main points 

they have concerning the rooms. The hotel additionally uses 

technology for its visitors' profit while they're there. For 

instance; several hotels have equipped their rooms with the 

newest communications equipment, sanctionative business 

travelers to continue operating while they are hotel guests. 

Again, the importance of providing these services in five-star 

hotels cannot be immoderate as a result of paying customers 
expecting to receive a definite level of amenities and high-

quality upgrades in exchange for her vital money outlays 

(Peacock, 1995, p.21). 

 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

This section discusses the focus area of the study and the 

data quality controls used. It also demonstrates data analysis 

and presentation. 

 
As a result of technological advancements, many people 

are adjusting to constructing software products using 

frameworks and libraries. Because these frameworks and 

libraries are simple to use, secure, and constantly updated. So 

that we may create the MERN stack technology for this Online 

Hotel reservation system. ReactJS, NodeJS, ExpressJS, and 

MongoDB are just a few of the frameworks and libraries that 

make up this technology. In this system, the backend is created 

using Node.js and Express.js, and the frontend is created using 

React.js. MongoDB serves as the system's database. 
Additionally, we can connect the client and server sides via the 

Rest API. 

 
 Tools and Technology 

 

 Front End 

 ReactJS, a free front-end JavaScript toolkit for building 

user interfaces based on reusable UI components; can be used 

to design the front end of this system [10]. The meta 
community takes care of that. To implement user interfaces or 

reusable components, we can create many JSX files. 

Components like the footer and the navigation bar. This 

collection of JavaScript and XML  or JSX makes it easy to 

create and embed HTML in React. 

 

Also, all these APIs and components are connected 

through the App.js file. React.js has several advantages 

including asynchronous operations, operation independent of 
other processes, strong performance, great cross-platform 

support, dependency handling, excellent developer tools, and 

UI-centric designs. 

 

 Back End 

This system can be built using express.js [12] and node 

js [13] on the server side. For building scalable network 

applications, Node.js is an open-source, cross-platform, back-

end JavaScript runtime. Which runs on a JavaScript engine 

and executes JavaScript code outside of a web browser? 

Express.JS is a free, open-source backend web application 
framework for building RESTful APIs with Node.js. 

 

 Database 

Mongo DB is a cross-platform, document-oriented 

database application that is open source. Mongo DB, a NoSQL 

database application, uses JSON-like documents that may or 

may not contain schemas. And it is available in two ways, e.g. 

B. Mongo DB Atlas and Mongo DB Compass. The advantages 

of using this database are a full cloud-based developer data 

platform, flexible document schemas, easy-to-change layout, 

powerful queries and analysis, easy installation, cost-

effectiveness, full technical support and documentation from  
. p> 

 

 REST APIs 

The most popular option for backend API development 

is REST APIs (Restful APIs). It also designates a 

representative change of state. Typically four REST APIs are 

available. GET, POST, PUT and DELETE are all four. 

 
 Tools 

Various tools can be used to manage this online hotel 

management system project. First, we need an IDE to provide 

the source code of the project. That's why we chose VS Code. 

GitHub can be used for project management and integration. 

used Microsoft Azure Board to manage project time and 

workload. 

 

Check out the  test cases of the project with Selenium. 

Identify bugs and errors in project source code with 

SonarQube. A suitable search algorithm must be used to 

complete the project. The technique involves selecting 
information from sources according to predetermined search 

criteria. 

 

The primary techniques employed for acquiring 

information include: 

 Observation 

 Interviewing 

 Record inspection 
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UML Diagram - Room Reservation Management 

 

 
UML Diagram - Food Management 
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UML Diagram - Event Management 

 

 
UML Diagram - Employee Management 
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 System Analysis and Design 

This chapter examines the management system, 

methods, methodology and procedures accustomed produce 

the system. We discuss in detail the core functions of the 

management system as well as the investigation technique. 

This method aims to overcome the challenges mentioned. In 

the previous chapter, a dynamic web application was created 

for the system to replace the current manual transaction 
system. An automated system must control all aspects of the 

hotel's operations or activities. 

 
Due to the importance of utility, electronic means are 

more effective than manual systems. The project office 

ensures hotel reservations, personnel management and 

resource management. An example of a "Usage Scenario" is 

searching for rooms to make a reservation. The automated 

system would search more successfully due to its 
sophisticated search algorithm even if users had trouble 

navigating between open and reserved areas. 

 
All geospatial data is stored on database servers and can 

be retrieved for retrieval or modification. Another use case is 

the Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable section of the 

Q&A module. “Accounts Receivable simply keeps track of 

all incoming funds, their sources and dates, while Accounts 

Payable records the money leaving the company along with 

its destination. Although the business process is quite simple, 
it would be a challenge for both the hotel and the customer to 

complete all these tasks without an efficient and integrated 

hotel management system. 

 
Restrictions and access levels are often configured with 

the hotel management data system to forestall unauthorized 

or unwanted persons from accessing the operative points, i.e. 

staff don't have access to areas not relating to their work, as 

outlined by the administrator. The admin has additional 
management over wherever actions can be taken within the 

app. The catering staff should not have access to the 

"mailbox" of the customer' accommodation.  

 

 Employee info 

Records (HR) ANd accounting calculations may be 

created and value-added to the records. to form worker 

salaries, sure info from the personnel file is employed and 

also the gross and web remuneration is determined. The 

quality register permits you to stay track of the organization' 

fastened and current assets. The project solely functions as an 
enterprise resource designing and management system for the 

edifice industry. If used correctly, it ought to work efficiently. 

 

IV. REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS 

 

The following factors are taken into consideration 

within the style of the online hotel management system to 

confirm that the automatic system's goals are achieved, 

 The subsequent factors are taken into account in the 

design of the web hotel management system to ensure that 

the automated system' goals are achieved, 

 The system should disclose all hotel services, as well as 

area data and costs, to the customer. 

 To quickly reply to user queries, the system must be able 

to search databases or records.  

 The system ought to make sure there is never any 

knowledge duplication, irrespective of however slight. 

 Solely those with permission might access the system, and 

user identification in the slightest degree of time is needed 

(user authentication). 

 The graphic style should be user-friendly, understandable, 
and not dear to the user. 

 The system has to be compelled to be able to manufacture 

reports and print data at the user's request. 

 Access levels at intervals in the system must be 

determined by user roles, like Manager, Administrator, 

Accountant, and alternative Staff. 

 

 System Design 

This is the method and art of shaping the architecture, 

components, modules, interfaces and knowledge of the 

system to satisfy the wants of the client or stakeholder. To 
make sure everything is relevant hotel system management 

disciplines are covered, the project is structured in phases. 

The design includes administrator operations that control the 

entire system, user activities (other employees), data retrieval 

and room reservation and are a crucial part of the system. 

 

 Data Flow Diagram 
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 Project Architecture 

 

 
 

 Proposed System 

In our hotel management system, we have four 

subsystems: room reservation system , food catering system, 

event management system, and employee management 

system (Figure 1. Admin dashboards).  
 

 
Fig 1.Admin dashboard 

 

 Room Reservation Management 

 

Customers can use the features of this part to book 

rooms online and view room details. Do you make the 

payment for the rooms. This system must have access to the 

following functionality: 

 Booking rooms, view the room details, and make payment 

 An admin can add new rooms available for customers and 

also check the status of the room. 

 Add (Figure 2. Add room dashboard), View, Delete room 

details 

 View room status 

 
Fig 2. Add room dashboard 

 

 Event Management 

Customers can use the capabilities of this part to review 

and update event logs. This system must have access to the 

following functionality: 
● Booking for an event 

● View, Update and Cancel the booking 

 

An admin can add more venues for customers 

 Add, Update and Delete venue (Figure 3. Event 

Management dashboards) 

 

 
Fig 3. Event Management dashboards 
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 Food Management 

Customers can use the functionality of this part to place 

their orders and fill in the required information. Restaurant 

customers using the system should have access to the 

following features: 

● Create an account and login to the system 

● Search for items 

● Add and remove items to order 
● Provide payment details and place an order 

 

An administrator can control the menu that is visible to 

customers using the meal ordering system via a graphical 

interface. 

● Add, Update, Delete food items (Figure 4. Food 

management dashboards) 

● View the total orders 

 

 
Fig 4. Food management dashboards 

 

 Employee Management 

The administrator can use the capabilities of this part to 

have really good control and record keeping over an 

employee's personal records. This system has access to the 

following features: 

● Login to the system 

● View the list of employee records 
● Add (Figure 5. Add Employee dashboard), Update, 

Delete and Search employee details 

 

An admin can track daily expenses and print the report. 

● View expense details 

● Add, update, delete, search  expense details 

 
Figure 5. Add Employee dashboard 

 
 Selenium 
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 Azure Board 

 

 
 

 
 

 Sonarqube 

 

 

 
 

V. DISCUSSION 

 

Through the various results of the work implementation, 

we were able to prevent conflicts in space allocation and 

ensure good records control with the aid of using stopping 

unauthorized customers from having access to the system. In 

addition, duplication of recordings is avoided. Customer 

information and other information about the hotel are 
retrieved. In a word, we have been capable of acquire the 

purpose of the project set on the beginning. The assignment 

has many benefits, a number of which can be highlighted 

underneath and may be run in actual time. 

 

 Performance 

Manually managing hotel records is time-consuming 

and quite error-prone. Thanks to the fast data retrieval and 

central data coordination, this effort will improve the 

functionality of the hotel management system. 

 

 Efficiency 
Due to the division of labor through the assignment of 

rights to other users, the project work improves the efficiency 

of hotel operations. 

 

 Control 

Full control of the electronic system is in the hands of 

an authorized person who has the password to access this 

project and illegal access should not be dealt with. All control 

rests with the admin and other members. You have the right 

to view only the records, not to change transaction entries. 

 
 Security 

The main criterion for an online hotel management 

system is security. Since unauthorized access could damage 

the database, data storage is protected. As an end result, the 

venture attempt guarantees statistics security. 

 
In conclusion, the end result of the paintings the 

implementation and the various advantages derived from the 

machine are sufficient to persuade all inns and could notably 
enhance the extent of carrier for customers. Therefore, it's 

miles appropriate for all inns in which fine carrier is crucial. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, we have a tendency to believe that if this 

project is employed well, it'll save time, scale back 

management work and replace writing paper with electronic 

devices. The system must be a key tool, to improve hotel 

management effectiveness. The system framework design 

part of the system detailed in this document uses a three-step 

architectural analysis and elaboration. The systems involved 
in the construction of the main table and the storage methods 

were introduced in the design introduction. The hotel 

management system is primarily responsible for the internal 

management of edifice automation, computerization, and 

knowledge technology, rising the potency of every hotel 

department, and every one forms of workers offices, and 

providing quality hoteliers for customers. As a result, a 

system has emerged with the desired results, but there is still 

potential for development. 
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